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HAND AND FOOT EXPERIENCEBEAUTIQUE’S POLICIES WAXING EXPERIENCE THREADING EXPERIENCE

MENS WAXING

LUXURY MANICURE 
(with colour) 60 minute £35       
(without colour) 45 minute £30

HAND TLC  30 minute £20 
Cuticle, nail tidy and hand treatment

HAND FILE + POLISH 30 minute £20

LUXURY PEDICURE 
(with colour) 60 minute £36     
(without colour) 45 minute £30

ADD GEL POLISH TO ANY LUXURY TREATMENT  £5

FOOT FILE + POLISH 30 minute £20

GEL MANICURE OR GEL PEDICURE  £28

GEL REMOVE + REAPPLY  £38

GEL REMOVE + NAIL TIDY   £15

EYEBROWS £10

LIP OR CHIN £10

LIP + CHIN £12

UNDERARM £10

FOREARM £12

BIKINI £12

BRAZILIAN £22

HOLLYWOOD £24

FULL LEG £32

HALF LEG £18

FULL LEG + BIKINI £38

WAXING PACKAGE £52 
Full leg, bikini,eyebrow + lip

CHEST £20

BACK £20

BRIDAL MAKE UP ON 
REQUEST 
(Please ask at reception for 
more details)

CHEEKS £10

EYEBROWS £10

LIP OR CHIN £10

FACE £22 
Including cheeks lip, 
chin + eyebrows

Threading is a hair removal 
technique which originated 
from Asia. It has become such 
a popular treatment for giving 
your eyebrows a unique shape, 
and can also be used on other 
areas of the face. Using 100% 
cotton, the thread twists, 
gripping the hairs and removes 
from the root. This treatment is 
a lot kinder to people who suffer 
with sensitive skin or become 
sensitive with waxing treatments.

ARRIVAL 
Please arrive 10 minutes prior to your appointment for all new 
clients.  
 
If you arrive late, your appointment will be shortened out of 
consideration for the next customer.

CANCELLATIONS/DEPOSITS 
If you need to cancel any appointment, we ask you to give us 
24 hours notice.  
 
We will be taking deposits for all treatments 60 minutes or more: 
 
£15 for all lash appointments. 
£10 for all treatments of 60 minutes. 
 
If clients NO SHOW, you will be asked to pay your following 
appointment in full as it isn’t fair to our therapists, 
and loyal clients.

HEALTH CONDITIONS 
When making any booking for new clients, please advise on any medical 
conditions. For certain contra indications our therapist may require 
a written letter from your doctor, before performing your treatment.

PREGNANCY 
We cannot do certain treatments if you are under 12 weeks pregnant 
 
Please let your therapist know how far gone you are when booking 
our appointment.

AGE POLICY 
If you are under the age of 16, we request you come into the salon 
with a parent/ guardian. 
 
We can only provide certain treatments for anyone under the age of 16, 
so please ask the receptionist for more information. 
 
Intimate waxing can only be performed from 18+.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE DO NOT HESITATE TO ASK FOR ADVICE FROM 
OUR TEAM.

SPECIAL OCCASION

You + friends can enjoy exclusive access to the salon 
for a morning or afternoon. 

 

Adults up to 6-10 people for 3 hours 
£80 per person

WHAT’S INCLUDED? 
Choice of 2 treatments: 30 minute elemis hands on facial 

or 30 minute back detox scrub • TLC hand treatment 
foot or hand file + polish • 30 minute reflexology calf + foot massage 
Small prosecco + unlimited tea, coffee + soft drinks • sweets + treats 

• Elemis gift bag • 20% off elemis on the day 
and £10 off future elemis facial

TREATMENTS
ELECTROLYSIS 
A permanent hair removal 
solution. Please ask for more 
information.

30 minute £25 
45 minute  £30

FAKE BAKE 
SPRAY TAN £20 
2+ PERSON £15 EACH
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ELEMIS FACIAL EXPERIENCE ELEMIS BODY EXPERIENCE HOLISTIC EXPERIENCE

EYE EXPERIENCE

ELEMIS BIOTEC (ADVANCED)  60 minutes   £65 
 ELEMIS’ groundbreaking 5 in 1 technology, combined with our HANDS ON 
facial, make this treatment unique to the individual. 
 
Working in perfect synergy with the skin’s natural bio-electric field, 
each treatment is tailored to suit your skin concerns.

ELEMIS TASTER BIOTEC (ADVANCED)  30 minutes £35 
 A little taste that will make you want more… Using our ultrasonic 
technology and light therapy, it will give your skin that instant 
boost to an advanced level.

ELEMIS HANDS ON   60 minutes £55 
 Our ‘TOUCH’ facial is a combination of products and massage techniques 
designed to suit your individual skin needs. A complete rejuvenation 
for the skin, for ALL SKIN TYPES. 
 
Our therapist will work with you to create the perfect treatment for 
skin you feel good in.

ELEMIS TASTER HANDS ON   30 minutes £32 
 A beautiful refreshing facial to help sooth your skin from everyday 
life, for those who have a busy life, this facial is perfect for some 
YOU time.

NATURAL FACIAL REJUVENATION 50 minute £50 
 A natural ‘face lift’ massage which is a true holistic treatment. 
Indian and Japanese techniques are combined together to produce this 
rejuvenating massage for your facial muscles, or known as ‘a workout 
for your facial muscles’. Lymph drainage movements help eliminate 
toxins, to improve the skin’s tone and texture dramatically.

FACIAL COURSES  
(All courses must be paid on the 1st treatment)

6x ELEMIS BIOTEC FACIAL  60 minutes   £325

6x NATURAL FACIAL REJUVENATION  50 minutes £250 

ULTIMATE DE-STRESS  60 minutes    £55 
TASTER FACIAL + BACK MASSAGE 
 A combination of two of our most popular treatments combined. 
 
Our back neck and shoulder massage helps ease and sooth tension 
builds up, followed by our taste of Elemis facial. We use our expert 
knowledge to use products from our Elemis range to help renew the skin 
and rejuvenate to leave you super relaxed.

ELEMIS FULL BODY MASSAGE 60 minutes £60 
 Our signature body massage combined with neuro-muscular techniques to 
soothe achy muscles and an all over relaxation for your body and mind. 
 

ADD ON SCALP + FACE MASSAGE  10 minutes £10

BACK, NECK AND SHOULDER MASSAGE 30 minutes  £30 
 This massage uses a pressure that is tailored to your needs, to 
relieve stress and muscular tension, leaving you feeling re-energised. 

ELEMIS BODY SCRUB   60 minutes £60 
 A full body exfoliation to remove dead skin cells and improve 
circulation, followed with a luxury body treatment of blended ELEMIS 
oils and body cream to leave your skin soft and supple.

ELEMIS BACK DETOX CLEANSE    35 minutes  £35 
 Concentrating on all areas out of our reach. A salt scrub is applied 
to the back and shoulders, followed by a massage to leave the skin 
fresh, and help relieve tension.

HOT STONE TOP TO TOE MASSAGE  65 minutes £65 
 Hot stone is a speciality massage therapy, using smooth basalt stones 
which are heated. The warmth from the stones allows a much deeper 
massage, soothing tight muscle tension and increasing the body’s 
circulation. This is the ultimate treatment to relax and unwind.

HOT STONE BACK MASSAGE    35 minutes £35

REFLEXOLOGY   40 minute £40 
 A natural healing treatment working on pressure points on 
the feet, corresponding with areas of the body. The ultimate 
uplifting treatment.

INDIAN HEAD MASSAGE    40 minute £40 
 This traditional treatment originated from India, this massage works 
purely on the upper back, neck and scalp. Creating a sense of well 
being, this massage relieves tension, stimulates and improves energy 
levels leaving you feeling re-energised.

HOPI EAR CANDLING 35 minute £30 
 A deeply relaxing and soothing experience. This treatment is another 
traditional form of healing, designed to help people who suffer with 
headaches/migraines, sinusitis and hayfever. The candles help remove 
impurities to balance the body and mind and aid relaxation.

EYEBROW SHAPE   £10

EYEBROW TINT       £10

EYEBROW TINT + SHAPE   £18

EYELASH TINT   £18

EYELASH LIFT (INCLUDES LASH TINT)    £34

HENNA BROW DESIGN    £30 
 Henna is a form of eyebrow tinting that not only dyes the hair but 
also stains the skin to achieve a darker finish and the appearance 
of a fuller brow. Many henna dyes claim to last 6-8 weeks on the 
hair and up to 2 weeks on the skin, although this can vary depending 
on a number of factors.

CONTINUED...

THE WORKS ( BROW TINT, BOW SHAPE + LASH TINT)      £32

BEAUTIQUE’S ALL ABOUT THE EYES 
HENNA BROWS + LASH LIFT   £44 
 Patch test for tinting and lash lift 24hours prior to appointment.
Patch test for Henna 48 hours prior to appointment.

LASH PERFECT CLASSIC LASHES   £50 
 A treatment that lengthens and thickens your own natural lashes. 
 
Our lashes are the most natural, synthetic single strands that are 
placed on to a single eyelash, to give you a naturally, beautiful 
enhanced look. Lasting up to 3 weeks, with lash infill regularly. 
 
2 WEEK MAINTENANCE  £30 
3 WEEK MAINTENANCE  £40

LASH PERFECT RUSSIAN LASHES   £70 
 
Russian lashes are ultra-fine synthetic lashes that are made from the 
same soft fibre as classic lashes. Because they’re much thinner, we can 
apply more lashes to each natural lash – anything between 2-8. Russian 
lash extensions are applied in a fan-like shape, which gives more 
volume too. 
 
2 WEEK RUSSIAN LASH MAINTENANCE    £30

LASH REMOVAL + EYE MASSAGE   30 minutes    £15

EYE EXPERIENCE

EYELASH EXTENSION EXPERIENCE


